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STATE AND LOCAL CANDIDATE QUESTIONNAIRE 

November 2014 Elections 

 

Please answer the following questions and return the questionnaire by 2/21/14 via email to 

amar@shergilllawfirm.com.   Feel free to answer at length or succinctly.  However, it should be noted that the 

first four questions call for a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer prior to any explanation. 

 

 

American Sikhs report that they endure increased law enforcement scrutiny due to discriminatory profiling at 

airports, courthouses and other government buildings? 

1. Do you support a prohibition on law enforcement profiling on the basis of religion, including 

religious clothing such as a turban, hijab or yarmulka? Yes, all profiling is bad. 

 

2. Do you support mandatory law enforcement training regarding religious clothing and other articles 

of faith? Yes, education and knowledge is bliss, not ignorance. 

 

In the United States, American Sikhs are officially barred from service in the US military, the California National 

Guard, the California Highway Patrol and the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) 

unless they remove their religiously-mandated turban and cut religiously-mandated hair.  However, limited 

exceptions are made on an ad hoc basis. 

 

The CDCR fought a six year court battle in an unsuccessful attempt to preclude a Sikh from serving as a 

corrections officer.  After spending over $100,000 in legal fees, the CDCR was forced to pay a $290,000 

settlement and offer employment to the turban-wearing Sikh male.  However, the regulations were not 

changed. 

3. Do you support a change in policy allowing Sikhs to serve in law enforcement while maintaining 

their turbans and uncut hair? Yes- absolutely 100%.  

 

4. Will you encourage law enforcement agencies in your community to allow Sikhs to serve without 

removing their religiously-mandated turbans and uncut hair? Yes 

 

As a community, we appreciate that our elected officials may have limited exposure to Sikhs and Sikhism.  

However, it is helpful in our evaluation to understand to what extent you may have an existing relationship or 

set of experiences with Sikhs. 

5. What was your first significant exposure to Sikhism or Sikhs? Birth. I am a Sikh woman. I married a 

non-Indian. Maintaining Sikhism in my household was a top priority. My husband converted to 

Sikhism. I am raising my children as Sikhs.  

 

6. Do you have any official endorsements from the Sikh community?  If so, please provide their name 

and contact information? Yes Harmeet Kaur Dhillon : (415) 830-7400 Sikh Civil Rights Attorney, Vice 

Chair of CA Republican Party / Sonny Dhaliwal: (209) 234-7355 Mayor of Lathrop Democratic Party  
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7. Have you ever worked with, employed or been hired by a Sikh?  If so, describe this experience. I 

have worked with Sikhs in a “collaborate” nature, not via employment.  As an active participant in 

the government and legislative process, Sikhs are often absent. Unfortunately, there are only few 

active participants in government relations. I have collaborated with many on campaigns including 

Harmeet Dhillon, Sonny Dhaliwal and others. I participate with Indus Valley Chamber of Commerce, 

helped organize American Sikh Day at the Capitol, work with community leaders on the Regional 

Coalition of Tolerance , and more.  

 

8. Have you ever visited a Sikh Temple? Yes- West Sacramento Sikh Temple, Bradshaw Sikh Temple, 

and a few others locally.  

 

9. Do you currently employ any Sikhs? No 

 

10. Are Sikhs eligible for employment with your government office or your campaign office? If so, please 

describe the process by which one may seek employment with these offices, including the name, 

address and telephone number of the person with hiring responsibility. I would love to have Sikh 

youths engaged in my campaign to teach them about government, the role of campaigns, and more. 

As a school member, there are numerous school teachers, principals, and others in administration 

from the Sikh faith. My platform is anti-bullying, multi-culturalism, and diversity appreciation.  

 


